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271 Platts Lane at Platts Crossing
New building offers modern, barrier-free living
Location

West London
Property Management

BlueStone Properties
Apartment

271 Platts Lane
at Platts Crossing
Home Type

Studio, one- and twobedroom suites
Leasing Office

271 Platts Lane
Contact

519-619-3044
271plattslane.com

LIFE JUST GOT EASIER –AND A LOT
more stylish – for residents in West London
with the opening of 271 Platts Lane at
Platts Crossing. This impressive modern
building features contemporary style and
sophisticated finishes, providing numerous
suites designed for barrier-free living, in the
heart of a desirable neighbourhood.
This new, air-conditioned apartment
building offers an exciting opportunity for
many West London residents – the rare
opportunity to move into a fresh, brand
new space, leasing for June 1st occupancy.
With upscale finishes and polished details,
these suites exude modern luxury and
elegance. Kitchens are the showpiece in
open-concept layouts, with two-tone fullheight cabinetry, stainless steel appliances
– including fridge, stove, dishwasher and
built-in microwave – pendant lighting and
a contemporary goose-neck faucet. Large
windows and luxury plank flooring frame
the living areas quite tastefully. Upgraded
high-density underpad and upgraded carpet
make for sweet dreams in the bedrooms.
In-suite laundry, a rare find in this market,
means the utmost in convenience.
Being barrier free, these suites offer
livability and function for everyone. Instead
of building the minimum, BlueStone chose
to provide 34 suites that offer barrierfree living. These one- and two-bedroom
suites accommodate the needs of the
differently abled. The building features
wider hallways and doorways in all common
areas, including the entryway to the

well-appointed lobby. Barrier-free suites
accommodate for a larger turning radius
in the kitchen, family room, bedroom and
bathrooms. Step-in showers offer grab bars
and seats, accessible bathroom vanities
and lowered countertops. Light switches
are lowered, and the microwaves are under
the counter instead of over-the-range,
providing accessibility for those with limited
vertical reach. It removes the institutional
feel and has no impact on the contemporary
modern aesthetics of these suites, reimagining barrier-free living.
The building has great amenities,
including a fully equipped exercise room
with state-of-the-art equipment and a
resident lounge with fireplace, flat screen
TV, comfy seating and a kitchenette for
entertaining. The manicured grounds
provide outdoor enjoyment including tables
and seating with umbrellas, a private terrace
and a gazebo overlooking the private
resident garden plots.
Residents will also appreciate the
additional features of this community,
from onsite property management,
covered parking and indoor bike storage
to controlled access providing security and
peace of mind.
For more information on this great
opportunity, call 519-619-3044 to make
an appointment or visit 271plattslane.
com where you can find more photos
and information about the new suites, the
community and barrier-free living.

